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My research focuses on landscape logistics, media ecologies, and 
computational constructs. The first explores the operations and resources 
that underlie public works. The second examines the territorial politics 
indexed by land-art’s media manipulations. The last historicizes data 
formats and information forms (Babbage on) as well as coding applications 
for working with contemporary environmental and site data.

I have been teaching at University of Pennsylvania and City College of New 
York for the last year and a half. In tandem, I've been building Siteations, 
a research studio, and cultivating coding skills at NYU's Interactive 
Telecommunications Program. Before that I was at Stoss Landscape 
Urbanism for 4+ years where I led design and competition teams as well as 
coordinating internships and proposals. 

Trained as a 'reader,' ‘researcher’ and a ‘maker,’ I aspire to craft visualizations, 
exhibitions, and courses that both inform and invite engagement. My 
recent focus has been on pedagogy, combing constructivist exercises with 
landscape canon and theory. I enjoy explaining socio-material processes, 
but am always interested in collaborative projects and inquisitive peers. 

I split most of my time between classroom, code, and archives; seminars, 
stacks, and stats. If this sampling intrigues you, please stop by my portfolio 
site, www.siteations.com, for additional project links, course sites, and 
writing samples. 
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My research falls into the overlapping territory of material culture, media studies, and infrastructural urbanism. I use 

infographics and mapping to address the lost or forgotten socio-material operations behind both seemingly stable 

infrastructure and communication networks. Coming out of art and architectural history, emblematic objects and specific sites 

act as my lens onto the intersection of  big, bureaucratic data and mundane resource usage. On-going works are noted with ~.
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This project excavates road salt, one of 

New York’s many ubiquitous, geologic 

engagements, unpacking the logistical 

networks enabling seasonal use. Part of 

a collaboration with Smudge Studios, we 

exhibited boards, booklets, and annotated 

environments as on-going research  into the 

anthropocene appropriation of lithics. Initially 

hosted at Columbia’s Studio X in New York, 

a second, blog-formatted, series are will  be 

posted at landscapeurbanism.com this year. 

Collectively, these salt infographics elaborate 

on the energy, envelopes, agents, trips, 

trade, territories, mechanisms and symbiotic 

scenarios lodged behind salt’s annual margin 

of melt.

 

DATE 2011

ROLE collaborator, designer

EXPOSURE
 • 2011, Studio X, Columbia U. 

 • 2011, BldgBlog, Edible Geographies

 • 2013, Scenario Magazine 

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis

 • ai/psd

 • mixed: usgs, state contracts, logistics 

records

ENABLING EMPTINESS
ROAD SALT
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Salt has long been synonymous with 

imperial reach and mobility. Salt monopolies 

fueled and financed Venice, Portugal, the 

Mayans, and the British in India (for a time). 

It funded Napoleonic wars (the Gabelle), the 

rise of industrial Liverpool and corporate 

colonization. 

Salt’s ability to preserve meant that whoever 

controlled the flow of salt controlled internal 

markets (internal labor forces), cargo and 

shipping, as well as profitable, political 

alliances. The analogy of historic salt 

monopolies and contemporary petrol politics 

derives from these exaggerated, geo-political 

dependencies and their obvious spatial 

impacts. 

Today, salt is readily available due to industrial 

mining, brine extraction and commercial 

chemistry. Of course, ubiquitous access 

underpins more than just food preservation. 

Our everyday interactions with salt fall in 

the processed form of chlorinated water, 

paper products, neoprene fabrics, vinyl 

upholstery, acrylics/plastics, detergents, 

digital semiconductors, and (at 52-3% of U.S. 

use) road salt.

As the later, it is a thoroughly modern mineral: 

It keeps freight moving. It opens arterial 

routes. It sets speed in the wintery north. 

Millions of tons, millions of moments, millions 

of dollars are finally figured as emptiness and 

access.

ENABLING EMPTINESS
ROAD SALT
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New York City,  Boston, Philadelphia 
and Baltimore, all fight snow with 
imported salt, waterborne local 
distribution networks, and extended 
sanitation shifts. 

NYC’s annual allowance - about 300 
thousand  tons of Chilean rock salt - is supplied 
by International Salt Co. through the port of 
Newark.  From there, International’s feeder 
barges transport stock to major depots in 
Brooklyn, Albany, and up to New Haven. In 
transit between (and pulling from)these stocks, 
International is able to deliver to roughly half of 
New York’s salt sheds (about 20 sit direct on 
the water).  The city sanitation department 
uses its 282 loaders and 149 ‘cut-down’ trucks 
to transfer supplies to the remaining 16 inland 
domes and sheds. 

In a storm event, the average depot has a little 
over 200 miles of road to cover and clear. Even 
with concentrated attention to emergency 
routes (152 miles with 2-4 lane clearance) 
it takes 5 plow/spreaders almost 3 hours to 
loop the emergency routes once, distributing 
approximately 82.08 short tons of salt per loop.  
Covering all the streets takes3 salt spreaders 
a full  6 hours and 5 salt re-fills.An average 
driver clears around 450 miles, plowing just 
over 9,000 tons of snow in a single 12 hr shift.  
When a storm dumps 223,000 tons of snow 
per depot in a single day, complete clearance 
can  require almost 7 days of continual salting, 
vehicular clearance, and mechanical melting. 

sources:
 ° DSNY:  Garage Locations, Proposed Garages 

& Salt Sheds. NYC budgets 08-10 (capital for shed 
repairs). Shed/depot locations (not all 36 locations 
determinable). 
 ° DSNY: Annual Report, 2009. Equipment/salt 

use/crew shifts/ melter speeds.
 ° International Salt/Empremar Shipping: 

Services- Business Line 1. Salt Transport. 
 ° Water Quality Research: Reinosdotter, et. al. 

Road Salt Influence on Pollutant Releases from 
Melting Urban  Snow. Disturbed vs. still salting melt 
speeds.

ENABLING EMPTINESS



Today, the N.E.’s consolidated yet complex 

salt distribution system covers nearly 

90,000 miles of highway. Eight major 

corporations supply salt to over 1200 state 

DOT depots and countless municipal buyers. 

Approximately 51% of the N.E. de-icing market 

(over 4.5 million tons) arrives annually from 

the Caribbean, S. America, Europe, and N. 

Africa. The efficiencies of water transport—

lower costs, less congestion, larger loads and 

better fuel efficiency— are supplemented by 

trade agreements and ‘return’ goods from the 

East Coasts’ major free trade zones.

Norden, hired by Empressa for International 

Salt Co, provides an interesting example. 

Norden’s ships run salt from Societas Punta 

de Lobos in Chile north to Boston. From there, 

they back turn south, making further deliveries 

at Newark, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. As 

they unload salt, handi-max cargo holds 

are re-filled with grains bound for Columbia 

and hard coal destined for South America. In 

Columbia, Norden ‘top’s up’ with more coal, 

which is finally delivered in southern Chile, for 

electric generation.

In this trade triangle salt is the ‘backhaul’ 

good. Thus, Norden capitalizes on salt’s 

inelastic demand to offset shipping costs for 

more lucrative wheat ($200-400/metric ton) 

and coal ($100-150/metric ton). In doing so, 

the North East becomes entangled in Chilean 

energy politics.

ENABLING EMPTINESS
ROAD SALT
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At Baltimore, Newark, and Boston, 
over 4.5 million tons of salt arrives 
annually from the Caribbean, S. 
America, Europe, and N. Africa. The 
efficiencies of water transport- lower costs, 
less congestion, larger loads and better fuel 
efficiency- have been critical in driving NYC’s 
barge feeder alliance as well as capturing 51% 
of the N.E. de-icing market.  

The instruments of modern bulk loading- 
mechanized belts and massive gantry cranes- 
enable between 2-16,000 tons/hour to be 
loaded into 40,000 ton cargo holds, operating 
with a scale and speed lacking in land transfer.  
These industrial loading mechanisms, often 
built into today’s standardized handysize and 
handimax vessels, make any deep river or 
mid-sized berth into an ideal drop or pick-up 
point for multimodal cargo. To a certain extent, 
the rise of industrialized shipping has drawn 
production towards the sea as well, making the 
traditional and time intensive production of salt in 
solar pans and evaporative pools economically 
viable. For instance, in Sfax, Tunisia  a series of 
inland shallows created by the port’s post-war 
extension was opportunistically tiered by Salins 
for use as commercial salt pans, capitalizing on 
adjacency to reach European markets.

Room-and-pillar salt mining, where possible, 
has also evolved to profit from water-borne 
transport. Like the  Detroit works beneath 
the Great Lakes or the Gulf-Coast domes of 
Louisiana, most of the N.E.’s Canadian and 
European imports come from mining operations 
adjacent to or directly under-seas. At ISME and 
Union (UK), Morton and N. American (CA)  belt 
loaders snake directly from production shafts to 
shipping berths and customized canals. While 
Union’s mines date from Roman and Victorian 
eras, the majority of the works supplying 
the N.E. (and all those with internal docking 
facilities) have been developed in the wake of  
post-war shipping standardization. One can 
say that, as a driver for today’s salt market, the 
need for open roads has only been matched by 
the advantages of the open seas. 

sources:
 ° USGS Minerals Information: Salt Mineral 

Yearbook 2008. adjusted import + use volumes.
 ° Newark Port Authority vessel tracking. 

Confirmed liners/routes and turn-around times.
 ° Salina Corporate website. Tunisia: The Sfax 

salt works. 
 ° Misc Google Earth facilities locations. 

ENABLING EMPTINESS



These diagrams plot the Eastern State 

Penitentiary (ESP) warden and prisoners 

testimony before the state legislature in 

1834/35. Drawing out mundane, material 

continuities and condoned collaborations, 

they examine the architectural feedbacks  

within the drive for atomized Quaker 

reflection. Expanding on Foucault’s study of 

penitential discipline, this enquiry elucidates 

the operations embedded between 

openings—the inert, but generative material 

resistances of early solitary incarceration. 

Initially a graduate research project, a second 

version of the infographics were posted 

at imaginedprisons.org, Caleb Smith’s 

companion blog to The Prison and the 

American Imagination (Yale U, 2009).

DATE 2008, rev. 2009

ROLE researcher, designer

EXPOSURE
 • L780 Da Cunha

 • 2009, imaginedprisons.org (ed. Caleb 

Smith)

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis

 • ai/psd

 • mixed: The History of ESP (1836), 

HAB/HALS reports, misc. Philadelphia 

urban histories

SOLITARY SOCIABILITY
EASTERN STATE PENITENTARY
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Far from neat erasure and re-formation of 

delinquents in strict solitary, ESP’s banal 

bio-power assembly cultivated prisoners’ 

professional continuities with the outside 

world: Incarcerated tavern owners were 

sent, with supervision, to market to haggle. 

Musicians serenaded as waiters served 

state inspectors. Pharmacists assisted the 

infirmary and oversaw the apothecary.  This 

arrangement lent a distinctive and spatial 

intensity to technique. A prisoner’s skill could 

open up staggered scales of prison, city, and 

region to social circulation. 

Yet more than consumable services, the 

actualization of cellular isolation and the 

(uneven) advancements in climate control 

meant that ESP was prone to symbiotically 

exaggerated externalities. The early central 

heating required a supplemental, satellite 

system of franklin stoves. The plumbing, 

sitting above the city’s reservoir, required a 

secondary water-tower and coal-fed pump 

to maintain pressure. And yet, because of 

inadequate valves, the lowest and last cells in 

this gravity-fed system frequently flooded. As 

a result, the well-aired hilltop prison became a 

haven for malaria.  

SOLITARY SOCIABILITY
EASTERN STATE PENITENTARY
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From extra infirmary workers to constant 

stove stokers, the temperamental material 

feedback between location, urban utilities, 

and HVAC innovation served as generative 

social infrastructure requiring more, rather 

than less, interactive labor and site circulation. 

Take, for example the literal ‘carbon 

footprint’ of ESP, mapped by following 

the 6-9 prisoners tasked with distributing 

coal. The forge, Franklin stoves and central 

furnace only held finite volumetric inputs, 

necessitating overlapping, social shoveling 

by those officially affiliated with heating (as 

well as outside laborers from the workshop, 

the kitchens, etc). The site’s servicing and 

products form a fine web, circulating between 

the shops, service corridors, and cells; a 

limited but potent means of commerce 

and communication. Thus, at ESP,  a whole 

condoned choreography of maintenance 

tasks and internal goods production was 

intertwined with the official ideal of social 

segregation and boundary construction.   

SOLITARY SOCIABILITY
EASTERN STATE PENITENTARY
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Robert Smithson’s Concrete Pour exists as 

a few photos, regional maps, and an audio 

recording of Smithson’s instructions (for the 

Chicago Museum of Contemporary Art’s 

(MCA) ‘Art by Telephone’ show). 

This project, forthcoming in the Third Coast 

Atlas, excavates Smithson’s Pour. These 

mappings and diagrams start from concrete 

as  material and chemical composite, socio-

economic infrastructure, and strategic energy 

entrainment. Drawing from Smithson’s 

ephemera,  they ask how we might alternately 

explore the new tectonics and territories of 

process art. Re-tracing his charts and xeroxes, 

we can see how the Great Lakes’ limestone 

and concrete negotiate, negate, and redefine 

distance, engaging contemporary questions 

of medium and McLuhan in their own way. 

Instead of mere entropic matter, the Pour 

becomes an urbanist guide to the inter-

dependencies of industry.   

DATE 2010, forthcoming

ROLE researcher, designer

EXPOSURE
 • Third Coast Atlas, Ed. Charles 

Waldheim, Mason White, Clare Lyster

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis/xls

 • ai/psd/ind

 • mixed: Smithson archives, usgs & state 

mineral records, diversion, power, & 

water-use data (late 1960s, present)

FEEDBACK FLOWS
SMITHSON'S POURS
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Like the MCA’s choice of telephonic 

communication (in the age of early 

computing), concrete is a thoroughly modern, 

but hardly novel material, paving the ring 

roads of efficient evacuation and post-war 

suburban sublime. 

In its immediate context, the Pour sits directly 

amidst Chicago’s historic and active limestone 

quarries. Smithson’s material juxtaposition—

source and product—draws attention to the 

larger, adjacent sites and sinks of mineral 

processing. It points to the cumulative, 

entropic reification of Chicago concrete as 

both a complex, composite material and 

generative diffusion mechanism.

Thus, along with the instrumental mass and 

materiality of concrete, Smithson's project 

explores pouring’s incomplete action and the 

potential of indeterminate directionality. 

 

FEEDBACK FLOWS
SMITHSON'S POURS
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As well as sitting amidst the quarries of 

Chicago, the Pour’s location—along the 

Shipping and Sanitary canal, both above and 

below the Des Plaines River, adjacent to the 

Lemont water reclaimation plant—figures the 

ambiguous gravity of both eons of alluvial 

inversion, and the infrastructural reroutings of 

Chicago’s continental divides. The circuitous 

paths and intercepts of redundant flow, 

far from destabilizing, underpin Chicago’s 

everyday use: the processed provisions of 

water.

In scalar extension, Smithson’s potentiometric 

and glacial research maps also evoke a 

second series of engineered analogs and 

uses: the withdrawal, conversion, and return 

of Great Lakes’ water (for agriculture, industry, 

drinking, and, most of all, thermal-electric 

power generation). 

Here, in contrast to McLuhan’s sublime 

electric immersion, Smithson’s flows and 

stoppages index a few of the instrumental 

functions of concrete reification and (water) 

flows, manifest in construction, commerce, 

and even electric communications. 

submerged systems and minor manifestations
(smithson’s jetty photos)

FEEDBACK FLOWS
SMITHSON'S POURS
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Through these expanded flows, the Pour 

materializes Smithson’s parallel address of 

media theory, offering a ‘particulate’ practice 

of reverse engineering. From Chicago’s 

glacial lakes to its water-pumping present, 

Smithson’s research samplings foreground 

the shifting forms and, in Marshall McLuhan’s 

words, alternate ‘scales or paces or patterns’ 

conjoined in limestone and water’s mutual 

deployment. 

Smithson’s proposed sites juxtapose unseen 

structures, iterative excavations and eons of 

erosion to emphasize the multiple actants 

(human, otherwise) and complex circuits 

(navigation, sewage, electricity) constructed 

in combination with inert aggregate. Concrete 

Pour literally demonstrates, in Smithson’s 

words, that “manifestations of technology are 

at times less  ‘extensions’ of man (Marshall 

McLuhan’s anthropomorphism) than they are 

aggregates of elements...things in a state of 

arrested development.” 

FEEDBACK FLOWS
SMITHSON'S POURS
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DATE 2013

ROLE researcher, designer

EXPOSURE
 • in revision, journal submission 

anticipated

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis/xls/processing

 • ai/psd/ind

 • mixed: an array of French book history 

titles, 1840s paper texts, 1880s paper 

manufacturing & labor census info (US 

& France)

This project excavates the footprints of paper, 

examining Georges Perec’s observations in 

Species of Space (Especes d’espaces). His 

playful, mis-memory—confusing rag and 

wood pulp publishing—invites readers to 

explore the forgotten habits of reading and 

publishing as they evolving in 19th century 

Paris. Les Trois Mousquetaries serves as the 

exemplary object for this history.

While initially just a playful research project, 

this examination offers an opportunity to 

perform and reflect on the aesthetic and 

narrative lure of infographic articulation. 

In particular, Perec's general oscillations—

between code, cartography,  classification, 

and narrative—parallel not just landscape's 

tools, but the contemporary, capitalist vogue 

for consumptive geographies. 

The text and graphics are currently in revision 

for article submission. 

SPECIOUS SPACE
PEREC + PAPER
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As shown above, Perec conflates written 

and national territory, asking his audience 

to consider the paper footprint of BnF's 

collections aside the extents of Napoleonic 

empire. Punning on the 'imagined publics' of 

French literacy, Perec continues his embrace 

of media-as-material by appealing to the 

wood-pulp footprint of Alexandre Dumas' 

mass-market works. While the volume of 

Dumas's translations and publications is 

massive, Perec's ironic omission of rag-

paper propels this examination of Les Trois 

Mousquetaires.

Published in 1844, it sits at the climax of 

several trends in rags and reading: Scarce 

rags, industrial manufacture, and high prices 

combined to foster rental libraries and public 

reading. Publishing rights, taxes, and pay-

per-word contracts spurred serial-romances 

and journal subscriptions. And, in response 

to these markets, publishers and papeteries 

produced cheap, acidic papers, enabling rising 

literacy to translate into book ownership (and 

archival voids). To map the Mousquetaires is 

thus to trace out the making of mass-media.

A final figuration—Mousquetaires' global 

translations and harvests overlaid on Paris— 

returns to Perec's initial conflation of empire, 

material extents, and imaginative impact. 

As hinted in Perec's pun and shown in these 

mappings, 'the pen and the paper are mightier 

than the sword.'

SPECIOUS SPACE
PEREC + PAPER
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DATE 2013, exhibit (on-going, article)

ROLE researcher, designer

EXPOSURE
 • 2013, Studio X, Columbia University

 • 2013, misc. publicity (right)

 • forthcoming, "Aerial Arts in the Space Age" 

(article on Smithson)

 • 2015, College Art Association Conference

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis/xls

 • ai/psd/ae/ind

 • mixed: MoMA & Smithson archives, misc 

periodicals, period globes, aerials, maps, 

and satellite data

Aerial Arts; Defense Discourses, Cartographic 

Critiques was an exhibition and lecture series I 

coordinated at Columbia University's Studio-X 

NYC. As well as orchestrating the show, I 

developed the graphics seen on the following 

pages. 

Aerial Arts explores Air-Age cartography, 

Arctic geopolitics, and their critique in 60s 

post-minimal art. Infographic boards and 

mid-century maps chart the polar projections, 

oblique 'over-views,' and immersive 

geographies shared between (civil) defense 

discourses and the 'Aerial Arts' of Robert 

Smithson, Walter de Maria, and Stewart 

Brand.

In drawing out cartographic responses to the 

space and arms races, the show traverses a 

moment of global, intimate, and militarized 

mapping which resonates with our own.

AERIAL ARTS
DEFENSE DISCOURSES, CARTOGRAPHIC CRITIQUES
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With the advent of goggle maps and mobile 

computing, most genealogies of our intimate 

(and oft aerial) embrace of cartography begin 

with Apollo 8 and Stewart Brand’s Whole 

Earth Catalog. In fact, several artists of the 

period choose to engage the fundamentally 

ambivalent, oscillatory structure of aerial 

imagery; each capturing and contesting 

the convergence of global imagination and 

individuating address in their own way. 

Oscillating between alternate space-race 

responses and Air-Age antecedent forms, the 

show explores the intimate, tactile address 

of cartographic ephemera in cultivating a 

corporeal,yet national ‘space’ of aerial, atomic 

anxiety between WWII and the 1960s.

The initial board examines how the 'Whole 

Earth' framing of polar maps and satellite 

scans isolated images from their military-

industrial origins,  (not shown). The second 

and third boards then explore the 'Air-Age' 

popularization of similar polar maps and 

aerial-obliques in pursuading the public of 

immanent bombardment and the global 

geographies of aerial warfare. Scattered 

through Life, grade-school curricula, and 

academic international studies, these maps 

of flight made international engagement 

appeared inevitable by emphasizing  northern, 

‘flight-line’ proximity, across a closed, 

continuous, and shrinking sphere. Finally, the 

fourth board examines Robert Smithson's 

early cartographic-collages and his literal 

disassembly of Air-Age cultural/cartographic 

projections, playing with the tropes of aerial, 

technological progress and polar, defense 

discourses.

AERIAL ARTS
DEFENSE DISCOURSES, CARTOGRAPHIC CRITIQUES
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If, schematically, the first four boards address 

passive, hand-held engagements with Air-Age 

propoganda and 'Aerial Arts' (from magazines 

to collages and catalogs), the second half of 

the exhibit turns to the 'public' or collective 

forms of aerial representation found in 

popular exhibits, civil defense activites, and 

artistic interventions.

The fifth board examines Smithson's 1968 

gallery work. There, his Infra-Perspective and 

Non-Site sculptures literalized the distortions 

of "Air-Age' cartography, reifying the formal 

biases of polar projection and highlighting 

the indecipherable alliances of bombing 

(debris) and maps that drove Cold War 

defense rhetoric. The sixth board looks at 

likely 'aerial' exhibit precedents for Smithson's 

cartographic sculptures, from the nested 

geographic immersions of MoMA's 'Airways to 

Peace' (1943) to the miniaturized, geographic 

models and aerial attention of Civil Defense 

spotters (1941-1958). The seventh board 

explores the relationship between satellites 

and the popular reception of post-war aerial 

imagery and instruments, from Sierra Club 

books to IBM's Astronomia exhibit at Hayden 

Planetarium.  Finally, the eighth board looks 

at Walter De Maria's Three Continent Project, 

a land-cuts -and-collage proposal that 

highlighted the technical limits of satellite 

photography and the schism between 

popular, military, and scientific imagery use 

(not shown). 

AERIAL ARTS
DEFENSE DISCOURSES, CARTOGRAPHIC CRITIQUES
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In terms of curatorial stategy, the exhibit 

incorporated a wide array of original, period 

publications meant to be handled, skimmed, 

and, for the enthusiast, studiously inspected. 

Such materials, in McLuhan's terms, would be 

'cool,' absorbative and non-linear. I wanted, 

on one level, to provoke that absorption, 

inviting visitors to reflect on their own 

naturalized engagement and sedution by 

such propoganda. 

On another level, I was hoping to address 

art-history. Within its discourses, magazine-

art is often treated as a textual, not sensorial, 

strategy for conceptual art. When seen 

(or handled) historically, the explosion of 

magazine-art in the post-minimal era 

reads less a medium break and more as the 

continuaton of a critical engagement with 

Modern art, offering spatial interaction and 

negotiation with imagined, mass 'publics.'

Extending such absorption, the infographic 

incorporation of everything from maps 

to exhibition models and mass-market 

atlas publication numbers called attention 

to the much wider spectrum of abstract 

orientation woven not only into 1940s and 

1950s propoganda but also our everyday 

immersions in space and place.

AERIAL ARTS
DEFENSE DISCOURSES, CARTOGRAPHIC CRITIQUES
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Thus, through mapping of mapping, 

analytic infographics and original serials, 

the exhibit brought together precedent and 

appropriation, examining how old 'aerial' 

ideology addressed disciplinary debates on 

space, media, and immersion as well as the 

wider, spectacular politics of the late 1960s.

In addition to curating Aerial Arts' period 

materials and graphics, I was happy to 

coordinate a series of conversations on aerial 

imaging in art, architecture, and urbanism. 

Lectures and discussions included: 

William Fox, director of the Center for Art + 

Environment, on aeriality; 

Enrique Ramirez, from Princeton, and Sonja 

Duemplemann, from Harvard, on the paranoia 

of reconnaissance photos and camouflaging 

camouflage;  

Laura Kurgan, director of the Spatial 

information lab at Columbia and Bradley 

Samuels, a partner at Situ Studio, on the 

politics and forensic practice of remote 

sensing;

and Annette Fierro, from Penn Design, on 

post-blitz urbanism in London.

Plus, Nicola Twilley, director of Studio-X NYC, 

ran with the aerial emphasis and hosted a 

great roundtable on urban air, discussing 

everything from suspended particulate to air 

rights (bottom right).

I also gained a healthy array of fundraising 

and marketing skills: running a kickstarter 

funding drive, constructing email campaigns, 

making quick, responsive landing-sites, and 

aiding Studio-X with publicity measures.    

AERIAL ARTS
DEFENSE DISCOURSES, CARTOGRAPHIC CRITIQUES
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DATE 2012, On-going

ROLE researcher, designer

EXPOSURE
 • 2012, Van Alen Institute, ASLA Change 

Agents, Pecha Kucha

 • 2013, landscapeurbanism.com

 • 2013, Landscape Architecture 

Frontiers, Water Issue

 • 2015, Society of Architectural 

Historians

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis/rhino/grasshopper/xls

 • ai/psd/ind

 • mixed: Walden, manufacturing census, 

transport histories, misc. historic 

industry texts from frozen water, milk, 

etc.

Building off the economic critiques of Walden, 

this series explores primitive refrigeration and 

the symbiosis of ice, urban food-sheds, and 

shipping. 

It is the first (completed) chapter in 

Edge Operations, a history of the spatial 

entwinements of climate control and urban 

form before utilities. Additional series will trace 

the mutating networks and transitional effects 

of cordwood consumption, gas lighting, etc. 

on Boston’s urban form. 

EDGE OPERATIONS
OR LOGISTICS IN THE WOODS
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In 1846 and 47, Thoreau recounted dual 

demarcations of “The Pond in Winter” 

(Chpt. 14), contrasting his minimal survey 

markings with the ice-extraction crew’s 

invasive, “unroof[ing] the house of fishes.” 

Supplementing his description with 

commercial records and policy documents, 

these boards map the regional industry and 

its rail-based network of extraction, storage 

and glocal consumption. 

Refrigerated rail and domestic ice delivery 

reorganized urban access to dairy, meat, fish, 

and lager, shifting foodsheds, from a four 

mile sourcing radius to over a hundred during 

the 1840s. From Maine to Philadelphia and 

across the upper midwest, local and regional 

ice harvests underpinned urban growth,  

preserving foods and making new markets 

possible. Thus, beyond chilled drinks, theses 

boards register the impacts of ice in the radical 

reconfiguration of Boston’s ‘refrigerated’ milk-

sheds and the sanitary reforms of the 1850s, 

based on new access and storage standards 

for perishable food. 

EDGE OPERATIONS
OR LOGISTICS IN THE WOODS
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As cheap backhaul, ice exports index the 

growing global logistics of Thoreau’s day. 

From 1830-1860, shipping tripled in volume 

and frequency with the standardization of 

packet routes and the use of bigger, faster 

clipper ships. By 1854, when Walden was 

published, the Naval observatory had drawn 

together hunreds of logs to create the first 

oceanographic wind and current charts, 

increaing average trip speed and enbaling 

greater frequency. 

Thus, insulated ice shipments, with less melt 

and more final product, became an even 

better ballast to offset Boston’s flourishing 

import trade. As a backhaul, ice subsidized 

the northern import of plantation sugar, 

tobacco, and cotton, and, by extension, 

enabled more traditional forms of northern 

industrialization and urbanization. As first-

leg freight, ice shipments supported East 

Indies and Liverpool cotton trade as well as 

Argentinian supplies (meat, etc.) for the Gold 

Rush in San Francisco.

EDGE OPERATIONS
OR LOGISTICS IN THE WOODS
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Thus, ‘drinking from the same wells as 

the (Boston) Brahmin’ is Thoreau’s way of 

acknowledging the glocal reach of everyday 

actions and economies.  His playful, 

abolitionist critique of the ice-industry (lodged 

in Milton citations and tropes) focuses on 

the complexities and inevitable culpabilities 

forged at this scale of global trade.

Thoreau’s editorial accounting and its’ 

underlying, forgotten networks provide 

an alternate perspective on refrigeration 

and invite us to explore, with fresh eyes, 

contemporary forms of climatic consumption 

and sustainability.

EDGE OPERATIONS
OR LOGISTICS IN THE WOODS
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These landscape projects present a mix of my work, from independent and academic charettes to my position as a designer 

and project manager at Stoss Landscape Urbanism (noted by *). I tend to generate form from the integration of typological 

variation, material processes and social scenarios. My design graphics balance diagrammatic, iconic explanation and 3-D 

component articulation with evocative, synthetic renderings. 

LANDSCAPE PROJECTS
DESIGN PROBLEMS

PROSPECT PARK(ING)49 FEEDBACKS

EPHEMERAL FRONTS53 WWI FORMS*

CAUTIOUS CONSUMPTION59 TOXICS
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‡Pdf and print half-scale construction document sets are available for 

interviews or by request. Please email if interested in further materials.

MERKSEM RE-MIX 65*AGRO-ALTS

LANDSCAPE PROJECTS

HARVARD COMMON SPACES 71*SURFACES

AQUA-CULTURE 77*RETAINED REC

DOCUMENT SETS 83*DWG'S

PROSPECT PARK(ING)

EPHEMERAL FRONTS

CAUTIOUS CONSUMPTION



Prospect Park(ing) offers an alterante vision 

of sustainable, recreation ecologies and social 

space.

Context maps trace the site’s ideal situation 

as neglected, exploitable niche in both the 

megachurch and consumer marketplace. 

Waste-water becomes a critical component, 

turning car-driven development from curse 

to constraint, while seeking to critique the 

idealized, isolation of romantic nature.

Symbiotic structuring devices thus combine 

development incentives and forms. The code 

manipulates interstitial space, generating 

feedback between built magnets and 

ephemeral program. The subtractions (waste 

water transpiration swales) guide formal 

development, generating more programmatic 

occupation and ecological diversity. The 

remaining soil is then tied into adjacent 

Pennypack Park, funneling audiences there for 

mutual redevelopment potential.

 

DATE 2006, U Penn studio work

ROLE  designer

EXPOSURE
 • L502 Marcinkoski

TOOLS/DATA
 • ai/psd/ind/cad

 • mixed: water volume & species 

transpiration calculations

PROSPECT PARK(ING)
FAMILIAR FEEDBACK
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The plans play out one scenario, showing 

the feedback between built, ephemeral, 

and ecological attractions. The voids (be 

they ‘green’ or paved) foster multiplicitous 

programs, publics, and continuous, atomistic 

development that could regenerate 

indefinitely as different social/institutional 

occupations. 

Citing contemporary branding, the iconic 

graphics explore the oft repressed relations 

and mutual ecological participation of 

everyday urban animals, human ‘lifestyle,’ and 

adaptive planting. It seeks the ‘public’ in the 

diversity and multiplicity of the ubiquitous.

Closer examination of the prototypical 

waste-water striations reveals a specialization 

of diverse planting schemes, each keyed to 

the wet/dry run-off spectrum. Fauna and 

programmatic development are then created 

by differential access/internal occupation and 

microclimate effects. 

Evoking affective spatial qualities aside 

conceptual juxtaposition, the meeting 

of Venturi’s vegas strip with picturesque 

parkland captures the project’s tapping 

of contradictory popular demands.Its’ 

spaces become an index of the systematic 

exploitation of x-urban organizations for 

critical cultural projects and development 

potentials.

PROSPECT PARK(ING)
FAMILIAR FEEDBACK
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War and its aftermath have had significant 

physical and ecological impacts on the 

Westhoek landscape; from the flatlands 

through the bombarded fields and farmlands. 

These altered conditions spawned new 

ecologies and new occupations.

This Stoss project makes the territories of war 

legible, if fleetingly; crafting evolving itineraries 

of remembrance. Re-orienting paths along the 

war’s parallel fronts, the park’s organization 

echoes the way the war played out.

In the north, interperative moments recall 

islands formed during the war-time flooding 

and, in the south, itineraries re-trace the 

shifting fronts, approaching the hilltop 

encampments craved-out by shelling 

and mining.  With seasons and cycles, the 

proposed landscape installations foreground 

the precedents, histories, and ecologies of the 

Flanders Fields.

 

DATE 2010, Stoss Team Entry            

ROLE designer

EXPOSURE 
 • Herrinerings Shortlisted

 • BSA 2012 Planning Award

WIDER TEAM
 • manager- Scott Bishop

 • design team-Jill Desimini, Andrew Tenbrink, 

Eric Prince, Kimberly Garza, etc.

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis/ai/rhino/psd/ind

 • mixed: memorial/state gis, historic texts & 

photos

EPHEMERAL FRONTS
WWI FORMS
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Throughout, the site is a multivalent, multi-

lingual experience. Non-visible, site-and-user-

specific networks of information layer upon 

the existing physical landscape.

Strategies include message delivery to mobile 

devices as audio and text, proximity sensing, 

using mobile gps and equivalent technologies 

to deliver information as visitors traverse 

landmark borders and messages that respond 

dynamically to the native language of park 

visitor’s mobile devices.

In terms of specific, spatial techniques and 

itineraries, in the north, bermed pathways 

follow the wartime rails. They play off 

the diking techniques utilized across 

contemporary plodders, guiding visitors 

through the northern territory. 

By-passes occur opposite new boardwalks 

and existing ruins/remnants from the war. 

They help to reduce congestion at points 

of interest, and their lower elevation affords 

a protected view out, into former enemy 

territory.Viewing areas and rest stops are 

positioned to look out over the former flood-

lands, towards island groves or other places 

of note.

EPHEMERAL FRONTS
WWI FORMS
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In the south, volunteer groves that have 

sprouted around crater-sites will be doubly 

enhanced and overplanted.

At the edge of the craters, native tilia species 

will be planted and self-limb as they reach 

quickly for the sky, forming a ring along the 

edge of the blast-pools. Within the outer 

scrub ring, native elms (the namesake of 

Ieper) will be planted, die back, and re-

generate as the plants wage their own battle 

with outside forces. Local roses and bramble 

will then be sheared along the outer edge, 

forming a clear identifier and intimate interior 

for the crater sites.

And between, timed to the centennial 

anniversary of allied and axis positions, 

floral fields are ephemeral over-plantings of 

agricultural crop-lands. They bring to light, if 

only temporarily, the territories of war.

In the spring, the no-man’s-land (between 

allied and axis fronts) are rendered in the 

bold reds of flanders poppies. These pre-crop 

plantings give way to linear perimeter crops 

during the summer and harvest seasons, 

keyed to farmers’ specific crops. In the winter, 

outside the no-man’s-lands, chalk-lines and 

plowed winter wheat patterns trace former 

trench locations and layouts. 

EPHEMERAL FRONTS
WWI FORMS
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Cautious Consumption 
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DATE 2007, U Penn studio work

ROLE  designer

EXPOSURE
 • L701 Reed

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis/ai/psd/ind

 • rhino (laser, cnc, other)

 • mixed: noaa/state fisheries, 

cdc diabetes records, epa/army 

contamination data & remediation 

tech transfer

The Massachusetts Military Reserve has 

been slowly decomissioned, evolving from 

a full army training campus to limited air-

force and national guard usage. Despite 

facing full closure, it still hosts a number of 

contaminated ranges. These have been the 

point source for groundwater pollution on 

and far beyond the base's boundaries at the 

western edge of Cape Cod. 

Cautious Consumption proposes to tap 

existing regional wastes for remediation. 

A local depuration center, for cleaning 

contaminated shellfish, becomes the source 

for chitlin-carbohydrates (meat can be sold, 

toxins distilled for science). Injected into 

remediation wells, the shells act as fodder for 

the bacterial digestion of water contaminants. 

The remediation footprints and distillation 

facility can thus be used to grow and process 

diabetic parmaceuticals, operating in the 

feedback and transition between the fisheries 

economy and suburban developmental side-

effects. 

CAUTIOUS CONSUMPTION
TOXICS + TRAJECTORIES
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The placement and order of remediation is 

roughly based on terrain,  ease of access, 

and degree of contamination. Thus while 

several different plume and point sources are 

addresssed (A-D of topographic deployment) 

each larger well cluster is built up from 

several phases of remedation. Staggered 

installation can thus work from higher to lower 

contamination, from less to more remote 

access while enabling tandem openings for 

recreation and pharmaceudical cultivation. 

Much of the remediation footprint and interim 

programming strategy is generated through 

two aspects of the injection processs: First, 

creating wells near contamination plumes 

in the hills requires roads and vehicular 

access. Selective clearance, initial installation 

and monitoring routes provide nested, 

labyrinthian trails (right) ideal for weekend 

warrior recreation and thresholds ecologies. 

Playing between the two, a series of mistletoe 

infestations can be cultivated and harvested 

in the pine forests. Arborial platforms and 

links can be utilized for adventure groups 

when not engaged in pharma harvesting. 

CAUTIOUS CONSUMPTION
TOXICS + TRAJECTORIES
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Second, the remediation slurry requires 

not only shells, but sand, abundantly 

available aross the base. Shallow excavation 

pits can thus be easily dug between the 

recommended well radii. On the rocky hills, 

these areas become protected vernal pools 

and wildlife attractions, while on the low flats 

near the distillation plant, they can be used 

for wet-crop growth of pharmaceutical mint.

Processed shells and excess sand can also be 

batched near the depuration and distillation 

depot, attracting a whole array of traditional 

shore birds and associated fauna for a novel 

preserve and breeding ground for  endangered 

area species.

CAUTIOUS CONSUMPTION
TOXICS + TRAJECTORIES
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Merksem is a suburb at the edge of Antwerp. 

The site—largely leftover spaces on the 

edge of twentieth-century transportation 

infrastructures—is vast and fragmented, yet 

it already hosts a rich combination of uses 

and activities: sport, allotments, working 

fields, habitat. These activities, however, are 

not structured to address questions of overall 

function and accessibility, nor do they create a 

meaningful civic experience.

This Stoss projection proposes a new type of 

productive park for Merksem, an important 

new civic and ecological link in Antwerp’s 

Green Ring. Working the earth and working 

the body are the two primary goals for the 

park, and they expand upon the popularity 

of sporting fields and allotment gardens that 

are scattered across the site. Building on 

the canals, the park extends these program 

tendencies to integrate and intensify habitats, 

flooding, and create a connected, re-mixed 

civic space.

DATE 2010, Stoss Team Entry            

ROLE  project manager, designer

EXPOSURE
 • Competition Shortlist

WIDER TEAM
 • designers- Margaret Graham

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis/ai/rhino/psd/ind

 • mixed: city gis, historic maps & site 

photos

MERKSEM RE-MIX
AGRO-ALTS
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Laagland starts with water, in terms of both its 

functionality and its potential to catalyze new 

ecological and social life.

The park re-contours the ground so that 

it may better accept fluctuating levels of 

stormwater from the site and from adjacent 

highways and building parcels.  This strategy 

creates a full gradient of wet to dry and low to 

high conditions.

These terraced fields are rendered dynamic by 

the different ways they are occupied and by 

the different ways water acts on them over the 

course of the day and of the year.  Fluctuating 

water levels and varying intensities of use 

and activity (both on a single terrace and on 

aggregations of adjacent terraces) create a 

new type of dynamic park for the city, finely 

tuned to both environmental and social 

oscillations.

MERKSEM RE-MIX
AGRO-ALTS
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Plant succession strategies also allow for the 

building up and emergence of new habitat 

areas over time.  Initial plantings of native 

elms (which will die back over time and never 

mature) will provide necessary shade for the 

establishmentsof oaks and other upland 

species. 

Field rotation strategies also address issue of 

soil compaction (from intense human use) 

and nutrient depletion (from farming and 

gardening).  Over the long-term, different 

activities that occupy the same terrace 

elevation can rotate with another, alternately 

activating and de-activating the park plots.

The vision for Laagland emphasizes the 

programmatic and ecological potential 

of hybridizing water management, sport 

plateaus, habitat corridors, community 

agriculture, and pedestrian and vehicular 

circulation.

MERKSEM RE-MIX
AGRO-ALTS
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The Plaza is a new gathering space for the 

University and local communities, part of the 

larger 'Common Spaces' initiative at Harvard.  

It sits atop a vehicular tunnel, between 

Harvard's historic Yard, Memorial Hall, and 

Science Center. An incredibly active threshold 

zone, the Plaza's selective articulation—edge 

plantings and clustered seating—direct 

the multiple vectors of students, bikers, 

and operations equiptment that cross the 

space daily. The layout allows the hosting of 

massive gatherings, covered ceremonies, and 

impromptu crowds. 

As seen in these initial surface studies and 

program plans, the design of the Plaza 

evolved around several questions, all tied to 

the shallow, intensive structure of the site: 

How could we active the space with minimal 

means, both physical and programmatic? 

How could we tap underlying infrastructure to 

enliven the space with sustainable affects and 

information? 

DATE 2011- Under Construction  

 Stoss project

ROLE  designer, drafting team (SD-         

 CD 80%)

WIDER TEAM
 • managers- Scott Bishop, Cathy 

Braasch

 • design/drafting team-Fiona Luhrman, 

Nick Buerhens, Ruth Siegel, Jill Allen, 

Marguerite Graham, Emily Schlickman, 

Thomas Clark 

TOOLS/DATA
 • ai/rhino-grasshopper (laser, cnc) 

 • psd/ind

 • mixed: city/university data

COMMON SPACES
SURFACE SCENARIOS
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In the final design, now in construction, the 

orthogonal geometry of the plaza’s design 

enables maximum flexibility for a diverse 

array of programming. The linear infrastructure 

defines the space, linking across and into the 

adjacent lawn by Memorial Hall, and playfully 

juxtaposing the diagonal circulation patterns 

without impeding the major pedestrian 

routes.

The east end will become a robust gathering 

spot with staggered benches oriented 

adjacent to the main paths of circulation 

between the Science Center, Memorial Hall 

and the Harvard Yard. The east edge has 

ample breadth for several food vendors. 

The west side of the plaza will continue 

this emphasis on flexible surface design, 

accommodating a majority of the large scale 

events within the open plaza area, including 

the farmer’s market, outdoor concerts, and 

commencement day activities. Permanent 

foundations allow for a variety of tent 

configurations, reflective of the changing 

programmatic needs. Outdoor film screenings 

can occur with projection on a temporary 

screen that plugs into the tent foundations.

Temporary stages can also be assembled to 

accommodate a variety of program uses.

Sustainability is central, but is considered in 

multiple ways. Recycled materials, stormwater 

infiltration, and an education program 

reinforce the University's sustainability 

mission. 

COMMON SPACES
SURFACE SCENARIOS
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During the design process, a series of interim 

programs and prototype tests were initiated. 

To build social momentum, interim programs, 

from ice skating to musical events, increased 

publicity for the project while simultaneously 

cultivating a civic audience for the future 

plaza.

On the formal side, several different paving 

materials as well as bench forms and 

prototypes were laid out on the Plaza to 

assess social use, ergonomic fit, construction 

weathering and lighting impacts. Paver 

mock-ups included multiple aggregate blends 

and paving types to capture the visual effect 

and texture of the field, to anticipate its 

destinctiveness and slowing effect on traffic. 

Three phases of bench prototypes were 

constructed, each testing different corian 

surface colors and attachment structures, 

internal electric systems, and finally, 

equivalent wooden surface systems. In each 

phase, profile refinements, physical comfort 

and tactility were considered and incorporated 

into further details. 

COMMON SPACES
SURFACE SCENARIOS
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Taiwan is currently facing two major 

hydrological issues: one of water quantity 

and one of water quality. Despite abundant 

rainfall, a lack of reservoirs and inadequate 

wastewater facilities contribute to general 

contamination.

This Stoss project integrates water cleansing 

within the contemporary Taiwanese city, 

Taichung. The sculpted terrain of pools, 

paths, and cultural nodes weaves together 

the recreational, cultural, and ecological 

uses of the park.With simple cut and fill, a 

constructed valley runs from the Gangwei 

River to Xiashibei River, providing aquatic 

program anchors and cleansing water. The 

forest stretches from the pools to the higher 

elevations, providing shade, habitat, and areas 

of sheltered program. The circulation and 

infrastructure network provides access and 

widens to create cultural nodes and recreation 

spaces.

DATE 2011, Stoss Team Entry

ROLE  manager, designer

EXPOSURE
 • Competition Shortlist/Finalist

 • BSA 2012 Honor Award

WIDER TEAM
 • Jill Allen, Fiona Luhrman, Emily 

Schlickman, Thomas Clark, Iggy So, 

Andi Adler

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis/ai/rhino (laser, cnc)/psd/xls

 • mixed: city/state gis, taiwan water 

& resource data, water processing 

calculations

AQUA-CULTURE
RECREATION RETAINED
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The Living Machine at the heart of the park 

uses biological metabolism and digestion 

to cleanse water in a safe, ecologically rich 

setting. An adaptive, evolving entity, the park’s 

topography of basin and hills forms a flexible 

gradient of wet and dry spaces. Inundated 

in monsoons, the pools are calibrated for 

increased usage, greywater, and a growing 

Gateway District. 

Combined pedestrian and auto circuits cross 

the park, offering various programmatic 

possibilities, fluctuating between dappled 

canopy enclosure and structured shelters for a 

wide range of gatherings and activities.

The forest zones of the park broadly cover 

the area, mitigating Taichung’s sometimes-

harsh climate and tying together sustainable 

cultural and program points. Built up conifer 

hillsides house on-site institutions including 

the Taichung City Cultural Center, the Taiwan 

Tower, the Museum of Taichung, and the 

Taichung Movie City’s studios and Museum. 

By embedding a significant portion of these 

institutions into the earth and integrating 

treatment water with their cooling, plumbing 

and supplementary solar heating systems, 

the park serves as a model for sustainable 

building technologies.

AQUA-CULTURE
RECREATION RETAINED
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Pools and forest come together for an array 

of programmatic opportunities. Broadleaf 

transplants create an established landscape 

immediately, with clearings for sports fields, 

staging areas, and at the edge of pools, piers 

and pavilions. Conifer stands create a one-

of-a-kind landscape and profitable nursery 

with moments for collection, education, and 

interpretation. Bamboo areas create visual 

screens, forming intimate areas.

More than structure programs or support city 

systems, the park performs as an ecological 

and economical producer. The dense 

vegetation is a carbon sink, (sequestering 400 

metric tons of carbon annually) and source 

of revenue, providing nursery stock for both 

common and rare plant varieties. Pools and 

forests form a refuge for endangered plant 

species and local wildlife, habitat for a range 

from microbes, mollusks, milkfish, sika deer, 

grass lizard and Taipei tree frogs.

In all, the planting, pool and circulation 

network creates a range of social and habitat 

intensity, weaving ecological opportunities 

and eidetic moments throughout the park.

AQUA-CULTURE
RECREATION RETAINED
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DATE 2009-10, Stoss project

ROLE designer, drafting team (CD               

revisions, phase 1)

EXPOSURE
 • LAM 2011 Feature

 • (Source Books in Landscape 

Architecture) P.A. Press

INTERNAL TEAM
 • project manager- Scott Bishop

 • designers- Eva Nemacova, Steve 

Carlucci, Adrian Fehrmann

TOOLS/DATA
 • rhino/cad

 • mixed: city/army corp site data

SELECT 
DOCUMENT SETS

In addition to managing competition teams, I've worked 

on a variety of construction document sets during my 

time in architecture and landscape firms. Below are three 

recent projects suggesting my detailing experience on 

a range of projects, scales, and types of DD-100% CD/

bulletins .

CITYDECK
GREEN BAY, WI

My contribution to the CityDeck project  included drawing 

corrections and revisions (5 subphases) for the initial 

construction of the boardwalk and  the first Fox River 

overlook (right). Changes ranged from altered soil profiles, 

decking layouts and bench placement/articulation to 

additional rails and donor signage. 

DOCUMENT SETS
CONSTRUCTION DWGS
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ISABELLA STEWART 
GARDNER MUSEUM 
BOSTON, MA

My contribution to the Isabella Gardener Museum project 

included general design revisions and a set of 80-100% 

CDs. The design—lush, serial forms and general boundary 

obfuscation (at paving, between interior and exterior)—

paid homage to the impulses and affective display of 

Victorian (botantical) collection. The enclosed urban site 

set parameters for the seemingly 'informal' placement 

strategy, from the constraints of drainage and finite 

planting soil (+ ph), to diurnal exposure. The construction 

set was thus developed in tandem with engineered soils, 

layered drainage, electric, paving and planting systems.

DATE 2010, Stoss/Renzo Piano project 

ROLE designer, drafting team (DD-CD 2)

INTERNAL TEAM
 • project manager- Jill Desimini / Scott 

Bishop

 • designers- Eva Nemacova 

TOOLS/DATA
 • rhino/cad

 • mixed: Piano/Site data

DOCUMENT SETS
CONSTRUCTION DWGS
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DATE 2009, Stoss project

ROLE designer, drafting team (CD set,   

 phase 2)

EXPOSURE
 • Mayor's Design Award

INTERNAL TEAM
 • project manager- Scott Bishop

 • designers- Adrian Fehrmann

TOOLS/DATA
 • rhino/cad

 • mixed: city/army corp site data

ERIE PLAZA
MILWAUKEE, WI

My contribution to the Erie Plaza project 

included drawing corrections and revisions. 

The complete revision of paving and 

path surfacing, due to budget concerns, 

necessitated nearly complete revision of 

all plans (layout, materials, planting, etc.). 

Smaller issues included ADA rail access, minor 

planting additions, and construction details 

for benches and electrical equiptment. 

OTHER SETS

In addition, I have documentation experience 

from developer-driven site planning, design/

build, and preservation projects (misc. offices, 

campus facilties, lofts, and museums). 

DOCUMENT SETS
CONSTRUCTION DWGS
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These graphic samples present a mix of my media explorations and experimentation in information design and 

communication. Along with, 3-D modeling and traditional formal articulation, medium-specific approaches to data and 4-D 

processses are evident in my on-going forays into interaction and animationed story-telling. 

MEDIA + CODE
POSTERS TO PARSING
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Each of the following infographics was set forth as a 

manifesto, visualizing the problematics addressed by 

particular design solutions and/or course contents. Full 

project proposals are available on request.

 

READING TIME

This course examines key moments in the history of 

literary theory and explores the definition, value, and 

function of literature. Readings extend from classical 

rhetoric to deconstruction. The ad combines Bourdieu, 

Marx, Freud, and Benjamin against a background of 

concordances of Lacan.

DETROIT WORKS
 
The Detroit Works plan re-conceptualizes the abandoned 

parcels of Detroit for interim activity and novel economic 

streams. Aside intensive gis analysis of abandoned, 

vacant, empty and foreclosed properties, this flow chart 

imagines de-construction scenarios and opportunities, 

addressing community groups, the informal demolition 

industry, and potential non-profit partners. 

MODELS + MANIFESTOS
GRAPHICS
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D E T R O I T
C E R T I F I E D

M A T E R I A L S

A B A N D O N E D
P A R C E L S

vacant

demo quality

D E C O N S T R U C T I O N

T R A I N I N G / J O B S / F U N D E R S

sorting/stocking

cleared land

T E S T I N G
ranging skills
r&d sectors

logistics & merc

E X P O R T  G O O D S

logistics centers

(waste)

N O  
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D I R E C T  D E P L O Y M E N T

reversion 

decomissioning

E X C E S S
I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

immediate

intermediate

longer term
target density areas

innovation zones

new hydrology
F I LT R A T I O N  W E T L A N D S

P A S S I V E  C S O  S E P E R A T I O N

C O N T A I N M E N T

clay landfill

new topography
new permeability

P H Y T O / B I O M A S S  F O R E S T Y
L A N D / S O I L  F A R M I N G / C O M P O S T I N G

new habitat

A C C E L E R A T E D  S U C C E S S I O N

S E E D E D  P R O D U C T I O N L O C A L  G O O D S
energy

C O - G E N ,  F U E L  D I S T I L L A T I O N
W A S T E  C A P T U R E ,  S Y S T E M  E F F I C I E N C Y

R O T A T I N G  +  O R C H A R D  C R O P S
E X P E R I M E N T A L  A G R O

food

programming
R E C R E A T I O N  N E T W O R K S

R E S E A R C H  D I S T R I C T S
H O M E S T E A D  T E R R I T O R I E S

$

consumables
reduced tax burden

adaptable land

distribution centers

regional attractions

$

$

succession

RE-SEEDING DETROIT
Harvesting, Healing, Homesteading

CLEAR AND CATALYSERelinking, Rethinking Land-Use FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD
carbon reduction .  contamination reduct . water quality improvement . gdp/earning improvement
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FOREST FIGURED

Focused on forest seepages, this project maps indexical 

materials, tracing out a path to observe/interact with 

such subterranean flows. The mix-media presentation 

(model, washes, photos, triangulation surveys and section 

sketches) cultivates immersive tactilty aside abstract 

indicators and trajectories.

ISLANDS IN TIME 

Responding to the Design Inquiry prompt ‘Fast-

Forward,’ this project explores electric temporalities. 

These initial diagrams situate the relative costs and 

electric infrastructure across Maine’s inhabited islands 

(left). They then diagram out the history of Vinalhaven’s 

power production and the local variables of wind-power 

for generation, sale and alternate, public off-peak 

appropriations (right). The full project publication is 

forthcoming by Design Inquiry (2013).

MODELS + MANIFESTOS
GRAPHICS
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SLOPE SERIES

These study models examine the alternate slope-step-

occupation opportunities between two plazas. ADA 

constraints triggered the initial tests, while mediating 

between green restraining slopes, direct passing paths, 

and directed ampitheatre seating zones. Together—path 

and slope, hard and soft—come together to channel water 

to planted zones and foster informal gathering. 

ITERABLE ANALOGS

This community garden proposal (“A Lot of Possibilities”) 
plays with the stock forms of compost bins and rain-
water retention reinforcement. Using styrene weighting 
trays and rhino mdoels, iterative assembly generates 
an array of alternate forms—some for seating and work 
tables, others as play armatures—to be added to the 
initial site infrastructure, supplementing water collection 
and soil creation as funds allow.

MODELS + MANIFESTOS
GRAPHICS
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MAT(S)ERIAL  
STUDIES
 
Working as analogs, this radii-system study—a mesh 

overlay for terrain models, maps, and irregular surfaces—

approximates remediation well spacing, anticipating 

phasing and obstacle integration. More than just 

representation, the array of materials—used bike chain, 

rhino mock-ups, milling, and plastic pins—enables 

spatial speculation; the unforseen, synthetic behaviors 

suggest new site/social operations and analogs. Post was 

completed to advertise the mat(s)erial studio course.

TAICHUNG 
CONTRADICTIONS

Part of the initial ‘Aqua-Cultures’ proposal, this flow 

diagram situates a water cleansing and conservation 

strategy as a response to the more general loss and 

pollution of Taiwan’s abundant rainfalls.  The background 

data was gathered from Taiwan Water Corporation 

statistics and Taiwan Water Resources Agency (Ministry of 

Economic Affairs).

MODELS + MANIFESTOS
GRAPHICS
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This landscape proposal was done at Stoss 

for the Minneapolis Riverfront Competition. It 

was shortlisted and shown at the Walker Art 

Center. Selected transitions and phasing are 

shown to the right.

Steamlines re-imagined 5.5 miles of 

Mississippi Riverfront in Minneapolis, from the 

cultural riverfront in downtown north to the 

city limit. It engages urban ecological systems, 

putting them to work to clean, to re-constitute 

this working riverfront, and to guide a longer-

term transformation of the city fabric.

With multiple strands, it evokes the stories 

and lives of the people who live, work, and 

play by the river’s edge and have done so 

for centuries. It builds from the rich histories 

and evolving identities of the Mississippi 

River, to put in place a series of working and 

operational landscapes, green infrastructures, 

and urban fabrics.

DATE  2011, Stoss Team Entry  

ROLE animation, designer

EXPOSURE
 • Competition Shortlist/Finalist

 • BSA 2012 Unbuilt Award

WIDER TEAM
 • manager- Scott Bishop

 • Margaret Graham, Jill Desimini, Jill 

Allen, Thomas Clark, et. al.

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis, ai, rhino, psd, ae

 • mixed: city/state gis, water processing 

calculations, energy calculations

ANIMATIONS
PROPOSAL: STREAMLINES
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This landscape proposal video was done in 

collaboration with Emily Schlickman. It was 

short-listed and exhibited at the Pruitt Igoe 

Now competition.

‘From Below’ aimed to activate the former 

Pruitt-Igoe site as one node in a larger 

network—tapping, exposing and diverting 

existing CSO wastewater flows as a catalyst to 

re-engage the surrounding urban fabric. 

The proposed system inundates the surface 

of the site with a series of constructed 

cleansing basins to produces a number of 

regional economic outputs: rich biosolids 

for community composters, urea crystals 

for “growing” biobricks and bio-fuels. 

Local ecologies and elevated plazas are 

woven throughout the system. When fully 

constructed, the site becomes a mosaic of 

experiences – from overflow amphitheaters to 

floodplain forests to exposed karst collection 

basins.

DATE 2012, shortlisted, exhibited

ROLE animation, designer (with Emily   

 Schlickman)

EXPOSURE
 • 2012, Pruitt Igoe Now competition and 

exhibition, St. Louis, MO, July 2012 and 

online at http://www.pruittigoenow.

org/competition-finalists

TOOLS/DATA
 • gis, ai, ae, rhino, psd

 • mixed: city vacancies, epa water 

quality/cso reports, city water authority 

data, fema maps

ANIMATIONS
PROPOSAL: FROM BELOW
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The following sequences provide a sampling of the 

animation and coding software I’ve used for graphic 

transitions, landscape phasing, and interactive infographic 

creation. Full project videos are available on request. 

Samples can be seen at vimeo.com/siteations

MICROSCOPE 
‘WHITE OUT’

In this transition, rhino/3d max model animations come 

together with illustrator and flash annotations to provide 

a ‘down-the-rabbit-hole’ white-out sequence. The 

movement from 2d diagram to 3d, analytic object and 

visual instrument was conceived to play on the generative 

aspect of viewing and the powers of parallax to alter 

subject and object. 

C-CYCLES: 
TREE TERRITORIES
 
In this interaction, a simple timeline allows readers to 

browse the history of streets, street trees, and municipal 

r.o.w. responsibilities. A foil to “Enabling Emptiness,” this 

series will explore the unexpected organic cycles of the 

city. It is built from archival research, gis (later boards), 

illustrator, and flash.

INTERACTIONS
FLASH INFOGRAPHICS
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MNEMONIC MAKING

This architectural toy combines the tactile 

materials and spatial imagination of 

traditional modelling with the electronic 

interface and database functions of 

physical computing and php. Designed 

for sim-enthusiasts as well as community 

outreach and engagement, the toy enables a 

community of users to build, save, and share 

others' spatial designs on-line, across time, 

and in miniaturised real space.  

Techincally speaking, the prototype combines 

php, html, css, arduino, and processing. 

The pieces use simple circuit completion 

and built-in resistors to identify unique 

IDs, piece orientation, and different analog 

pins to identify each spatial positions on 

the grid. LEDs are triggered by the different 

records/matching values saved by processing 

and queried by php. Future iterations, 

utilizing wireless signals, will enable players 

to assemble larger, layered, and irregular 

configuration for web and firm feedback. 

The prototype, programming, and web 

interface were completed in collaboration with 

Saki Hayashi. Conceptual interest derived 

from architectural attempts to think through 

iteration and computation: Cedric Price's 

programming games, Archizoom's No-Stop 

iterations, and war-gaming from Bel Geddes 

to Debord. 

INTERACTIONS
CONNECTED DEVICES: ARDUINO + PHP + PROCESSING
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MANHATTAN BOILERS

One of several teaching exercises, this processing 

program was designed to incorporate NYC open 

api data, use typical table-reading functions, 

and combine statistical math with geocoded 

display. To the immediate right, pages from the 

accompanying code tutorials show how line by 

line instruction/coding builds to create more 

complex graphics.

Through live examples and collaborative 

exercises students were shown how to 

interactively layer several different types of 

visualization for rhetorical argument, nesting 

different display functions (between timeline, 

quantitative geographies, and data-roses).

93WK 2-FINAL FINESSING OF GRAPHICS

SKETCH: BOILER 1E FONT ADJUSTMENTS 

Here, we’re just adding a font for a slightly cleaner look. If 
you’re worried about matching composition and layout on exist-
ing boards, several fonts/sizes can be used but you will need to 
dictate where font is being call each time.

Declare a font in the global area

load and specify size within void setup( )

 create fonts within the menu 
TOOLS/CREATE FONT

This font will then be found in 
the data folder of your sketch 
and can be used on any com-
puter, even those without 
the original loaded into their 
systems.

94WK 2-FINAL VIEW- BAR INTERACTIONS

SKETCH: BOILER 1E 

61WK 2-INTERDICTS  FOR NUMBER OF OCCURANCES

SKETCH: EXAMPLE 3C CONDENSED COUNTS 

To compare the StringList internally, we’ll use the getTally( ) function. 
See above for details of deployment and output as an IntDict.

In addition to the basic transfer of the condensed count of incidents/date to the IntDict, 
we are also using the function .sortKeys( ) in order to make sure those counts are in order. Sort-
Keys shuffles the list to ascend from earliest/lowest date to highest/latest date recorded in the cvs 
table. Here, the sorted IntDict should start from Jan 1st, 2009 (with one complaint) and  ascend 
toward December 31st, 2009.

The function .getTally( ) compares the 
dates in the StringList and returns a 
condensed list of dates and the number 
of calls per date. To store these linked 
values date/#of calls we will use the 
IntDict dateCount.

To see the results look in the monitor
below the code. (Println is used to pro-
duce that readout.)

Using the “for ( TableRow x: table.rows( ))”
we can then read through all rows in the
manhattan table in order to then pull the
date value of each complaint by using
.getString(1). (There 1 is the column of 
complaint dates.)

  .append ( ) then adds each date value to
the StringList allDates.

87WK 2-ZIPCODE STATS- PERCENTAGES & RADII

SKETCH: BOILER 1D VARIABLES FOR ARCS 

Here, in order to build a data-rose that displays the percentage contri-
bution of each building typology to that zipcodes’s #4 and #6 oil use, we’ll 
derive two sets of values. 

First, we set up the array pie [i] to hold the count of properties per type as divided by the 
total count per zipcode. This series of percentages will be used to get the angle of each typology 
pie slice (percentage x 360 degrees).  Second, we’ll want to get the total amount of energy used 
in each typology as well as used overall, here as ‘sumBtu’. These numbers will be used to dictated 
the length of the arc, i.e. the varing radii of each pie slice in our data-rose. 

Declare a new array ‘float [ ] pie’ that is the lenght 
of sortedCounts.length.  Then define each pie posi-
tion[i] as a percentage of number per type/all types.

Declare a new float ‘sumBtu’ that, for 
each sorted typology count, grabs the 
Btu for those entries in zipBoiler. It 
then adds those to get a variable for 
the arc radii.

INTERACTIONS
API + PROCESSING WORKSHOP
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HIPOCRAPHIES 

This php and api-based search application enables 

users to visually, geographically skim flickr's database. It 

combines the typical front-end and back-end elements 

of environmental advocacy sites like StateImpact 

(immediately right), while playing on the exhibitionist 

impulses and fetishized forms of hipsters-tech media. 

In short, Hipocraphies is a light-hearted test of code 

compatability (php, javascript, html, css, json, geojson, 

mapbox, leaflet) designed to experiment with the data-

forms and cartographic-tools central to my research and 

teaching.

INTERACTIONS
API + PHP + JAVASCRIPT SITES
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These samples represent a mix of my graduate teaching over the past year. Additional workshops, summer intensives, and 

forthcoming materials are available by requestion. Collaborative courses are noted by ^.

TEACHING SAMPLES
ABSTRACTS + STUDENT WORK

TRADIGITAL DRAWING

113

CCNY MEDIA

DESIGN RESEARCH

117

CCNY THEORY
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MEDIA 3^PENN MEDIA

TEACHING SAMPLES

121

EDGE OPS 125PENN THEORYTRADIGITAL DRAWING

DESIGN RESEARCH

‡Select Courses and Abstracts shown, for full list of teaching experience 

and potential courses, see CV and coverletter.

ABSTRACTS + SYLLABIBY REQUEST*



SEMESTER 2014, Fall

SCHOOL CCNY, Spitzer Grad Core

STRUCTURE 
 • Discussion Seminar 

 • Group Workshopping

 • Design Crits

CORE TOOLS/TEXTS
 • Latour/Foucault/Material Culture

 • Booth/Deming/Misc. LA Journals

 • archives, articles, gis, etc.

DESIGN RESEARCH
LANDSCAPE CORE

Design Research, a seminar focused on research and 

methodology, is offered for Masters students in their final 

year as preparation for the Comprehensive Studio and 

as a primer for independent, professional research and 

inquiry. Although the course is reading and discussion 

oriented, it acts as theoretical and conceptual preparation 

for research by emphasizing the critical and speculative 

use of familiar design tools and technologies for 

engaging with historical, social, environmental, and policy 

problematics/materials.  Along with original archival and 

field research, students drew upon their backgrounds in 

spatial modeling, graphic communication, typological/

temporal scenario creation, and supplemental writing to 

develop a 'constellation' of responses to an independent 

research proposition. 

With method modules (after week 4), the course guides 

students through the process of research, testing, and 

supporting their assertions in a variety of media. While 

they developed individual trajectories, a mixture of 

seminar readings and dicussion, professor and group 

feedback, and in-class exercises helped them situate 

their work amidst both contemporary landscape 

praxis and larger cultural contexts. Basic research skills 

(literature reviews, bibliographic referencing and metadata 

handling, etc.) and organizational tactics necessary were 

emphasized in the first module as students defined 

conceptual problems and elaborated research plans. 

WWW.BIT.LY/1YICSSF

PROBLEMS TO PLANS: BOTANICAL CURATION
FINDING A FIELD & PLANNING RESEARCH
Question/Literature based resolution from Topic to Problem
Logic Trees as way to work from content questions to research plan

Student: Julia Doherty
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GENEALOGIES: INFORMAL UPGRADING
IDENTIFYING A FIELD OF TACTICS, SITUATED RESPONSES
Embracing primary documents (from planning booklets to objects) and articulating a field through context construction
Drawing contemporary design and policy responses within these comparative, contextual histories

Student: Andrea Johnson 



After introducing humanities fundamentals, course 

modules and projects focused on the critical and 

generative potential to be found in rigorous geneaological 

documentation of cultural practices (history and design), 

communicative translations and focused audience out-

reach (exploring advocacy and institutional perspectives) 

and, finally, material experimentation and extrapolation 

(environmental sciences and policy).

For each module or project, students explored how 

research methods impact results. In the place of polished 

projects, they produced prototypes, drafts, and mock-up 

tests (as a means of asserting/explicating assumptions 

and developing scalable arguments). In advance of the 

final collation of their research excursions, students 

choose one module for full resolution.

GENERAL 
STRUCTURE

Weeks 1-4 Problematizing a Topic and Planning a Project

 • The Craft of Design Research 

 • Finding & Making Disciplinary Problems

 • Demarcating a Field (Literature Reviews)

 •  Proposal Workshop / Research Planning

Weeks 5-7 Archival to Spatial (Material Culture & Maps)

 • Interpreting Objects & Formed Matter

 • Visual Analysis & Making Measures

 • Mid-Term Review - Archival Components & Outline

Weeks 8-10 Audience to Advocacy, Policy to Protocol

 • Ethnography & 'Action' Research

 • Policy, Code & Governmentality

 • Institutions, Externalities, & Agency

Weeks 11-13 Experiments to Extrapolations 

 • Scientific Literacy, Field & Lab Exchanges

 • Analog Experiments & Scenarios

 • Three-Quarters Review: Advocacy, Extrapolations

Weeks 14-15 Resolution & Finals

 • Work Session (refine, synthesize, emphasize...)

 • Final Presentations

DESIGN RESEARCH
LANDSCAPE CORE 

OUTREACH: ALTERNATE ACTIVATIONS, MEDIA+LANDSCAPE
ENTHOGRAPHIES: PRACTITIONERS + INSTITUTIONAL ACTORS
Move from primary documents & governmental data to questions of how systems are socially constructed, leveraged
Case study interviews with practitioners, policy advocates, and outreach org's with an eye to the interactions & documents developing constiuencies

Student: Eli Sands

Mapping Maps is an tool document for video projection 
artists and to look at the city for possibilities for 
projection based temporary landscapes.

The light cycle, as created by the group Urban Projectors, 
allows for the user to create unique and innovative 
projection art throughout the city.

www.urbanprojections.com

Guerrilla Light Cycle

Kit of Parts
The Light Cycle is composed of easily purchasable parts.  The total cost will 
be between 5,000 - 6,000 dollars, depending on source areas.

6000 Lumen Projector
$1700-$3000

Front Cart Bicycle
$500-$600

Tilt and Pivot Adapter
$200-$300

iPad
$300-$600

3’x5’ Road Box w/ Car Battery Installed
$1000-$2000

The Professor met me at her offices at the NYU school of Continuing and 
Professional Studies.  She teaches media technologies and ethics. Her work is 
directed towards pushing an ethical message about climate change. As soon as 
I was seated she began talking about her work.  

Fossil Fuels was graphically structured as a protest to the keystone pipeline.  
Her project which was projected onto the front facade of her house in 
Gramercy park used the window architecture and brick interstitial spaces as the 
guidelines for display.  The windows where treated as individual frames for 
video of historic climate protests.  The spaces in between the window where 
used to create a pipeline that ran down the window.  The pipeline while not 
directly influenced by urban structure does resemble a storm drain pipe that 
you would commonly see on the side of a building.

The guerrilla aspects though were linked into her ethical intent.  As a media 
designer Feist believes it is her duty to make works that use less money and 
less power if her message is to have any meaning.  She did feel the work was 
very didactic and wants her work to be both artistically and politically valid.
I learned all this before I had asked a question.  

Who was she trying to reach?  Where they people who wouldn’t normally see 
this space? The piece provides an opportunity for urban dwellers to understand 
the energy systems that create their power and the goal for Professor Schmidt 
was to get this message in a public forum outside of a gallery.  This 
immediately makes her work somewhat of a performance art piece.  But her 
home was in Gramercy park…Is this really an area where you would find 
people who wouldn’t be opposed to the message?   

Example Projection: Fossil Fuels by Mechtchild Schmidt Feist

Site and Context

Gramercy Park, NYC

Throw Distance to Screen Size Quick Reference

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.80.1
Miles

B

A

C

Mapping Maps: DUMBO
DUMBO, Brooklyn was once the epicenter of the counter cultural art scene.  
The remnants of the industrial waterfront provided cheap artist lofts and the 
urban  infrastructure is perfect for installation based art. Since the 1980’s the 
area has been bought up by a major developer who now subsidizes the art 
scene and has slowly been replacing the living artists.

Source: projectorcentral.com/NEC-PA600X-13ZL-projection-calculator-pro.htm5’
1’7” x 2’1” 

10’
4’1” x 3’1”

15’
6’1” x 4’7”

20’
8’1” x 6’1”

30’
12‘2” x 9’1”

40’
16‘2” x 12’1”

50’
20‘2” x 15’2”

12'15'

41'2"

20'

Water Street Warehouse A

Implementation Schematics
A four man bike team can project along the entire length of the area 
underneath the scaffolding.  The distance allotments along the sidewalk 
enable free traffic access.  Pedestrians also become part of the  landscape as 
they pass through.  Additional texture is provided by steel texture of the pipes.

Th water street warehouse provides an opportunity to engage the high-end 
residents of the Clock tower building across the street and the passing 
pedestrian traffic from Brooklyn Bridge Park

20'

15
'

20'

15
'

20'

15
'

20'

15
'
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SCENARIOS: TOWARD COLLECTIVE PHYTO-PHASING
ROTATIONAL & SPATIAL VARIABLES
Mixed use of policy metrics and applied science research as synthetic ground for speculation
Extracting and extrpolating the material processes at work to develop alternate spatio-temporal scenarios

Student: Fern Lan Siew

phytoremediation
using plants to degrade, extract, contain, or immobilize contaminants from soil and water 

Soil
Sediment
Sludges

Soil
Sediment
Sludges
Groundwater

Soil
Sediment
Sludges
Groundwater
Surface water

Soil
Sediment
Sludges
Groundwater

phytoextraction rhizofiltration photostabilization rhizodegradation phytodegradation photovolatilization

pennycress

Indian mustard

Ag CrCoCd

Cu MoMnHg

Ni SrZnPb

Cs UPu

contaminant 
extraction and

capture

System
Cost

per
acre Excavation Soil washing Soil cap

$1,000,000 $525,000 $50,000

$9,000 $4,000 NA NA NA $250,000*

contaminant 
extraction and

capture

contaminant 
containment

contaminant 
destruction

contaminant 
extraction from

media and 
release to air

contaminant 
destruction

Metals

Radionuclides

As CrCd Cu

Hs ZnPb

Chlorinated 
solvents

Phenols

TPH PCBPAH Munitions

Inorganics

Se AsHg

Chlorinated 
solvents

Phenols

Chlorinated 
solvents

sunflower

water hyacinth

grasses

hybrid poplar

rice

cat tail

algae

stonewort

hybrid poplar

alfalfa

Indian mustard

Pump + Treat

$50,000

Soil
Sediment
Sludges

Groundwater
Surface water

PHYTOREMEDIATION

The term phytoremediation comes from 

the Ancient Greek word phyto meaning 

“plant” and the Latin word remedium 

meaning “restoring balance.” It is a 

technology that uses plants to treat 

environmental pollution problems. 

By harnessing the natural capabilities 

of plants you can remediate toxic 

soils, groundwater, surface water, and 

sediments. Phytoremediation is a low-

cost alternative to traditional brownfield 

remediation. Instead of removing tons 

of toxic soil and filling the site with new 

clean soil, plants remove contaminants 

from the soil and store it within their 

plant tissue.

using plants to treat 
environmental pollution

E
E Co

Co
Co

Co

CoE

Co
Co

E

Co

CoE

CoE

Co = ContaminantE = Plant Enzyme

E
E

CoCo

C o

C
o

phytovolatilization
plants take up metal or organic 
pollutants and change them to 
gas that is released into the air

phytoextraction
plants take up metal pollutants 
and are then harvested for 
disposal

phytostabilization
plants stabilize metal or organic 
(carbon-containing) pollutants 
in the soil near their roots

phytodegradation
organic pollutants are changed 
into something less toxic or 
non-toxic, either by the plant 
itself, or by reactions caused 
by bacteria in the root zone of 
the plant

The ultimate goal of 
phytoremediation 
is to use plants to 
reduce the risk of 
human exposure.

Compared to other methods 

used to remove toxic 

substances from soils, 

phytoremediation is often less 

expensive, although it may take 

a long time. 

Another benefit is that it covers 

the site with an attractive layer 

of plants that prevents wind 

and water from carrying the 

pollution to other places.

Excavation

$1,000,000

Soil washing

$525,000

Soil cap

$50,000

$9,000

Phytoextraction

Cost per Acre

Sources
http://newyork.thecityatlas.org/lab/brownfield-remediation/
field-guide-printed/

http://superfund.pharmacy.arizona.edu/sites/default/files/
phytoremediation_final_oct_2012.pdf

Draft 11/17/14

COLLECT A SOIL 
SAMPLE

Gather soil samples 
by taking them from 
at least 4 different 
areas per every 400 sq 
ft of space. Samples 
should come from 
approximately 6 inches 
below the surface and 
should not contain any 
gravel, grass, trash...
etc. You can mix the 
samples to form a 
composite sample of 
your entire lot.

SEND IT TO A LAB

Cornell University 
provides inexpensive 
soil testing services.
 
Fill a ziplock bag with 
your soil and send it 
to their lab together 
with information about 
your site. You will get 
a report in about 2 
weeks.

See pg XX for resource 
information.

CREATE A 
STRATEGY

From the test results, 
determine, if and how 
to remediate the found
contaminants. 

Utilize the table on 
page XX to decide on 
the plants that would 
best help you clean up 
your lot and make a 
plan on how many and 
what type of plants you 
need.

START PLANTING

Most of the seeds you 
will need, are sold 
online. 

Sow and germinate 
them in a small 
container and water 
them regularly. 

Transplant them to 
your site, when they 
are about 3“ high and 
after the last spring 
frost. Manage them 
as garden plants and 
watch them grow.

HARVEST AND 
RE-PLANT

After about 14 weeks, 
your plants are 
saturated with heavy 
metals, PCB or other 
toxins. 

You can harvest the 
entire plants including 
the roots, stems and 
leaves and repeat this 
growing cycle as often 
as climate permits.

Keep them away from 
children and animals. 
Do not consume.

DISPOSE AS 
HAZARDOUS 
WASTE
Some of the plants, are 
hyperaccumulators. 
They store the toxins 
within their plant tissue 
and are now toxic 
themselves. 

Check for the location 
of the Special Waste 
Drop-Off site in your 
area and dispose them 
as hazardous waste. 

Keep them away from 
children and animals.

Sources
http://newyork.thecityatlas.org/lab/brownfield-remediation/
field-guide-printed/

http://superfund.pharmacy.arizona.edu/sites/default/files/
phytoremediation_final_oct_2012.pdf

I think 
my soil is 

contaminated, is 
phytoremediation 

an option?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RE-TEST YOUR 
SOIL

At the end of the 
growing season, re-test 
the soil to understand 
the improvements. 

You can also test the 
plant material, if you 
are curious about the 
change. 

Depending on the level 
of contamination, you 
may have to repeat this 
planting process over 
2-3 years.

Draft 11/17/14

Growing Calendar

Draft 12/1/14

L A R G E 
S C A L E
G A I N S

S m a l l 
S c a l e 
P l o t s

An unfortunate byproduct of urbanization and 
industrialization has been the contamination of 
soil with toxic heavy metals.

In particular, urban environments often have 
an increased median level of lead in soil 
(greater than 400 mg lead/kg) due to higher 
concentration of industries, age of and 
automobile traffic.

Due to lead’s immobility, it usually remains 
near the soil surface which increases the risk 
of an exposure. Children are more vulnerable 
to lead exposure due to mouthing behaviors, 
peaked interest in their surroundings, their 
developing nervous systems, and higher 
absorption from the gastrointestinal tract than 
in adults.

Pb

Sources   Langley-Turnbaugh, Samantha “Urban Soils and Backyard Gardens: Potential Contaminants and Remediation Techniques” City Farmer, Canada Office of Urban Agriculture  July 18, 2007
              Brownfields to Greenfields - A Field Guide to Phytoremediation  Your Are the City 2011

January February March April May June July August September October November December
Growing Season

Average lead 
levels mg/kg 
of soil

> 1000 mg/kg 50 mg/kg 11 
mg/
kg

Although one option to 
combat contaminated 
soil is to simply cover 
over the problem, laying 
down a textile barrier 
and bringing in new soil, 
phytoremediation, a 
process by which plants 
are used to extract heavy 
metals offers a low cost 
in-situ management 
approach to cleaning up 
heavily contaminated soils 
by using plants that are 
hyperaccumulators.

Sunflower
Helianthus annus

Indian mustard
Brassica juncea

Pennycress
Thlaspi arvense

Average 
size of 
urban lot 
in NYC = 
1500 sq ft

At soil acidity 
between pH 5-6.5 

with low organic matter, 
average rate of Pb 

removal is 100 mg/kg 
after one 

growing season.

Cost of 
sunflower 

seeds $9.00

Growing 
Season 

1

Growing 
Season 

2

Cost of 
Indian 

mustard 
seeds 
$2.00

Cost of 
Pennycress

seeds 
$4.00

10’

1
5
’

Growing 
Season 

3

Growing 
Season 

4

Raised 
beds

Raised 
beds

Growing 
Season 

5

Raised 
beds

Raised 
beds

A woven or plastic liner 
placed at the bottom of 
the bed can also help 
prevent existing soil 
from touching plants. 
Wood-framed play 
and picnic areas can 
be constructed and 
filled with woodchips. 
Crushed stone may 
be used in high traffic 
areas. Other bare 
soil areas should be 
fertilized and seeded, or 
covered with mulch or 
woodchips. 

Play +
grow 
area



SEMESTER 2014, Fall

SCHOOL CCNY, Spitzer Grad Elective

STRUCTURE
 • Lab Sessions 

 • Field Surveying

CORE TOOLS
 • Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

 • Rhino (some GIS, laser instruction) 

Tradition and Digital Representation (aka tradigital 

drawing) was a spatial graphics course for entering 

Masters students in Landscape Architecture with some 

prior design experience.  As a lab-based, technical 

course, it emphasized digital skill acquisition and the 

development of a critical, inquisitive approach to spatial 

observation and visual communication. A series of graphic 

assignments - from hand and digital sketching to surface 

and site manipulation in Rhino - were designed to build 

digital skills and the capacity to create/coordinate spatial 

designs and drawings. By the end of the course, students 

each modeled iterative site interventions and collated 

their maneuvers in a designed board and booklet. 

Schematically speaking the course introduced:

 • the conventions associated with geographic, urban, 

and landscape drawings (maps, plans, sections, 

diagrams, perspectives, axons)

 • the graphic structures necessary for visual 

communication (line, color, massing hierarchies, 

grids, negative space, font use/formatting, etc.)

 • the appropriate workflows for creating drawings - 

both drafting and rendering - between common 

digital software (GIS, Rhino, Adobe Illustrator, 

Photoshop, InDesign, and various interfaces)

 • the sketching and informal analysis tools to begin 

estimating spaces, and creatively capturing sites/ 

material systems/intensities

WWW.BIT.LY/1E0BYKO

TRADIGITAL DRAWING
LANDSCAPE CORE

SKETCHING + SEQUENCING
HAND + ADOBE INTEGRATION
Sketching as simple note taking and analytic instrument, introduction to mixed hand-computer workflows
Manipulation of scanned sketches (illustrator, photoshop) for object/area focus, compare/contrast iterations, and (indesign) serialized ideas of duration and/or evolution

Student: Christian Keller (InD diurnal animation)
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TRADIGITAL DRAWING

 Traditional & Digital Drawing 2014 - Surfaces 19

 Traditional & Digital Drawing 2014 - Meshes 21

3D ABSTRACT ITERATIONS
RHINO DRAWING + SURFACING
Transition from 2D drafting to 3D linework, controlled form and orientation practice
Iterative surface and mesh creation, manipulation

Student: Camilla Sampedro

VIEWS TO 2D DRAFTING
AI + RHINO PERSPECTIVE DISSECTIONS
Transition from unmeasured, note & affect-driven illustration to measured drawing
Use of underlay imagery, knowledge of perspective construction as drafting, info. coordination practice

Student: Han Wang

Perspective NotationTraditional & Digital Drawing 2014 13[Han Wang]Perspective NotationTraditional & Digital Drawing 2014 15[Han Wang]

Snapshot 1: basic framework

Snapshot 2: extraction, integration, drafting



TRADIGITAL DRAWING
LANDSCAPE CORE

GENERAL 
STRUCTURE^

Weeks 1-4 Seeing, Sketching, Manipulating

 • Assignment 1 Serial Sketching - site drawings with 

Illustrator highlights, pdf layouts

 • Assignment 2 Site Animations- creation of duration, 

development in Photoshop & InDesign

 • Assignment 3/4 Perspectival De/Reconstructions-

deconstruction of photo series with drafting of 

resultant spaces in rhino

Weeks 5-8 2D to 3D Drafting, Modeling

 • Assignment 5 GIS & 2D-3D integration - DEM to 

3D 'model' construction, coordination with 2D info, 

simple sports drafting

 • Assignment 6 Line & Surface Manipulations - 

working with 2D, 3D control for drafting, serial 

abstract surface creation, export operations, laser 

prep 

 • Assignment 7 Surface & Mesh Manipulations - 

working with 3D surface and mesh methods of form 

creation, simple DEM-mesh editing

 • Assignment 8 Sited Surface Manipulations - practice 

infilling addition info, topography, additional 

techniques for terrain/mesh editing, additions, and 

refinement 

Weeks 9-12 Serial Site Interventions

 • Assignment 9 Iterative interventions - begin work on 

3+ simple terrace, terrain, and pool manipulations 

(program/St. Nick area defined by student)

 • Assignment 10 Articulate extractions - integration of 

plan/section extraction into intervention resolution, 

measured drawings due 

 • Assignment 11 Sorted Surfaces - resolution of forms 

for exploded, typological axons and views, rendering 

workflows to coordination with linework extractions

 • Assignment 12 Links & Layouts- workflow review 

and layout review for final boards and booklets

Weeks 13-14 Resolution & Review

 • work session

 • final review

^ Assignment #s vary from website due to revisions

16Digital and Traditional Drawing, Fall 2014 Jason H. Beury

	 Terrace/Pool	Alterations	1	&	2:	Cascades

17Digital and Traditional Drawing, Fall 2014 Jason H. Beury

	 Terrace/Pool	Alteration	3:	Slope	Stabilization	&	Water	Feature	

16Digital and Traditional Drawing, Fall 2014 Jason H. Beury

	 Terrace/Pool	Alterations	1	&	2:	Cascades

3D SITED ITERATIONS
DEM SITE + SURFACE PROGRAMS
Transition from abstract space to editing of existing topography
Program-oriented surface and mesh creation, manipulation
(Projected tracings, test sections, and contours as orientationaids)

Students: 
Arianna Fields (skate bowls)
Jason Buery (ampitheatres)
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The Waterfall Café Intervention + Layers + Scenery

St. Nicholas Park
INTERVENTION AREA 1”=800’ 1”=32’

1”=32’

1”=32’

Alternation, Plants & Program
INTERVENTION PLAN 

Temporal Transect
SECTION B 

Activate Rigid Area
PERSPECTIVE VIEW FROM THE SOUTH

The Waterfall Terrances
EXPLODE GRAPH

WATERFALL TERRANCE

FENCES

STAIRS

TERRANCE

The Waterfall Cafe
SCHEMATIC TRANSFORMATION ON SITE

From stormwater to �ltered pools in 
St Nicholas Park

duck diving board

duck pool

duck pool

duck diving board

duck sunbathing
human seating

seating 
area

section A

section B

section a
scale: 1” = 8’

vegetation

pools

duck pools

plan view 
with existing vegetation

context plan

This project explores the use of filtered stormwater to fill large 
geometric pools, mainly for the use for our urban feathered 
friends-ducks. 
The pools provide significant areas for swimming frolicking and 
sunbathing, in the southern part of St Nicholas park.
Vegetation includes clover and chamomile turf and native ferns, 
the latter to provide ducks with privacy from nearby path.
On the southern end of the pools is a bench, providing space for 
people to contemplate and view bird life.

filtered 
stormwater

duck turf

stairs

bench

SITED DRAWING EXTRACTION, ARTICULATION
PLANS, SECTIONS, AXONS, VIEWS IN LAYOUT
Controlled raster and vector outputs from Rhino interventions to Adobe suite
Alternation between 2D and 3D evaluation for relayed feedback and revision
Overall coordination of layout hierarchies, spacing, rendering, palette, font, and annotation choices.

Students: 
Christine Facella (duck pools)
Crystal Xing (waterfalls)

TRADIGITAL DRAWING



MEDIA 3
LANDSCAPE CORE

SEMESTER 2014, Fall

SCHOOL Penn, School of Design

CO-TAUGHTKeith Van Der Syth

STRUCTURE
 • Lab Instruction + Problem Sets

 • Animation Crits

CORE TOOLS/TEXTS
 • GIS/Rhino/Grasshopper/RhinoTerrain

 • Illustrator/Photoshop/After-Effects

Media III continues the curricular emphasis on visual 

communication and design. The course provides 

an intensive, hands-on inquiry into the exploration, 

enhancement, and extrapolation of digital media and 

the subsequent modes of conceptual, organizational, 

and formal expression. Through a series of working labs, 

students  were introduced to various software applications 

and numerically driven techniques as a means to learn 

basic concepts of rigorous construction and extraction 

through form processing. Instead of understanding 

computer modeling simply as an end, this course 

considers digital media as a compulsory tool in design 

processes.

The semester’s theme was dynamics and flows. As a 

foundation, students embraced iteration as a) a process 

of computational praxis and b) as attributes of landscape 

systems. This term delves into the collection and control 

of information (from the scale of GIS to sited metrics) and 

focuses on modeling, parsing, and simulating landscape 

systems/media as topological, recursive, and spatio-

temporal patterns. To do this we will be working with 

rich fields of landscape attributes (.i.e. data) and creating 

parametric tools to drawing out significant thresholds and 

distinguish areal effects. Thus computation, in this course, 

is not about generating complexity (or movement) for its 

own sake, but rather developing mechanisms (and thus 

design forms) that respond conditionally, logically, and 

intelligently to complex, dynamic systems. 

STRUCTURE + SORTING
LISTS, TREES, AND CONDITIONAL VISUALIZATIONS

various sample definitions & exercises shown from larger lesson/problem set frames
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MEDIA 3

IMPORTING + EXTRACTING ATTRIBUTES
GIS DBF + NATIVE SPATIAL ATTRIBUTE INTEGRATION

LAYERED SYSTEMS + SYNTHETIC BEHAVIORS
PLUG-INS + LOGICAL STRATEGIES FOR SYSTEM MODELING



MEDIA 3 
LANDSCAPE CORE

By using parametric attributes, terrain, surface, and 

site will be treated as integrated (materially, spatially, 

temporally) with the larger geophysical, ecological, 

and environmental exchanges of landscape. The labs 

incorporated GIS, Rhino/Rhino Terrain, Grasshopper and 

AfterEffects; each software package was approached in 

terms of creating a) recursive interactions of attributes 

(analysis, pattern recognition, strategic alteration) within a 

single program/range of scales and b) handling attribute 

data such that it can be accessed, re-integrated, and 

represented across software/scales. The overlap of 

parametric tools enables the testing of site-scale grading/

surfacing/planting alterations in terms of both local and 

regional effects, drawing out the non-linear potentials 

and new patterns catalyzed by site manipulations. In 

addition, animation software and cinematic collation will 

be explored for their ability to both notate and incorporate 

diagrammatic duration.

GENERAL 
STRUCTURE

Sequence 1: Basic Software & Data Structures

 • Week 1 ORIENTATION- Grasshopper Intro

 • Week 2 IN-FORMING PATTERNS- GIS Intro

 • Week 3 EXTENSIVE TERRAINS- RhinoTerrain Intro

 • Week 4 FLOW FRAMEWORKS- List/Tree Structures

Sequence 2: Animating Analysis

 • Week 5 FILMIC FORMATIONS- AfterEffects Intro

 • Week 6 MIDTERM REVIEW

Sequence 3: Terrain Interrogations & Alterations

 • Week 6/8 PARSING & PARAMETERS - Grass Slope 

Analysis & Integration

 • Week 7 FALL BREAK / STUDIO TRIPS

 • Week 9/10 TURBULENT TRAJECTORIES- Vector 

Behaviors & Logical Chains

 • Week 11 ENVIRONMENTAL EXTENSIONS- 

intervention iterations, thickened surfaces

Sequence 4: Animate Arguments

 • Week 12 MANIPULATION & COLLATION-Advanced 

AfterEffects- 

 • Week 13 STORYBOARD REVIEWS

 • Week 14 WORKING SESSION

 • Week 15 FINAL 

LOOP BETWEEN SCALES, ANALYSIS WITH INTERVENTION TESTING
FORMAL FEEDBACK IN SLOPE/RAINFLOW INTERACTIONS
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MEDIA 3

INDEPENDENT FINAL MOVIE (EXCERPTS)
LANDSLIDE RISKS & LAND REINFORCEMENT
Student: Ya You



SEMESTER 2014, Spring

SCHOOL Penn, School of  Design

STRUCTURE
 • Case Study Lectures

 • Discussion Seminar 

 • Design Crits

CORE TOOLS/TEXTS
 • Landscape Urbanist Canon

 • RPAA, Graphic Survey, Conservation 

Canon

EDGE OPS
LANDSCAPE THEORY

This advanced seminar explored the definition of the 

dispersed, logistical city of Landscape Urbanism, situating 

contemporary discourses aside the distributed plans and 

precedents of a) progressive regionalism and b) post-war 

regional planning. In weekly discussion, students were 

asked to distinguish and contextualize texts’ assumptions 

about efficiency, externality, materiality, development, and 

the socio-economic ends of extended urbanism.

In light of the Great Recession, particular interest was 

paid to exploring the politics, publics, and interventionist 

opportunisms/ities across 20th and 21st century 

'regionalization.' Theoretical models of the social and 

governmentality (Foucault, Latour) were interwoven with 

discipline-specific works (from MacKaye and Mumford 

to Keller and Lyster). In addition, analytic frameworks 

from political ecology, industrial ecology, and the social 

history of technology were interspersed throughout to give 

students additional research avenues. 

In appropriating dispersed, reflexive readings of 

modernization and power, students were asked to 

cultivate critical, but nuanced readings of the contest-

driven, even contradictory alliances of landscape, ecology, 

and planning. Ideally, they will articulate for themselves 

and their course-mates what constitutes a contextual, 

generative engagement of regionalist tactics and tectonics 

amidst contemporary global capitalism.

WWW.BIT.LY/1WCEM8T

COURSE INTRODUCTION
MAKING, MANIPULATING METABOLISMS

Lyster/MacKaye
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EDGE OPS

FINAL (EXCERPTS)
POST-PEAK INDUSTRIAL PHASING, ALASKA

Student: Mike Smith



EDGE OPS
LANDSCAPE THEORY

FINAL (EXCERPT)
COFFEE/CONFLICT, COLUMBIA

Student: Adela Parks

Promoted industrial farming for great 
yields and world-wide exportation through 
subsidies to large-scale private farms 
(crippling small-scale family farms)

16TH C.

3.1 million officially registered IDPs 
(Internally Displaced Persons)

6.6 million hectares stolen or taken
12.9% of Colombia’s agricultural land

La Violencia

VOLUME OF EXPORTED COFFEE BY DESTINATION (2013)

RAW MATERIALS
17TH-18TH C.

1950s1948-58 1990s 19941960s

AGRICULTURE
gold, copper sugar, tobacco

AGRICULTURE
coffee

19TH C.
AGRICULTURE
coffee

EARLY 20TH C. (1905-1915)

HACIENDA

COFFEE COOPERATIVES / EXPORTERS MAJOR PORTS

BUENAVENTURA

BARANQUILLA

SANTA MARTA

CARTAGENA

SANTA MARTA

CARTAGENA

MEDELLIN

PEREIRA

ARMENIA

CALI

BOGOTA

PASTO

MAJOR CITIES

COOPERATIVES

MANIZALES

LATIFUNDIO BALDIO

BRAZIL

42,512,000 60 Kg bags

60 Kg bagsROBUSTA
Coffea canephora

ARABICA
Coffea arabica

ROBUSTA
Coffea canephora

ARABICA
Coffea arabica

60 Kg bags

15,000,000

11,600,000

VIETNAM

COLOMBIA

TOP PRODUCERS OF COFFEE, ROBUSTA + ARABICA
GLOBAL COFFEE COMPETITION

GLOBAL PARTNERS IN THE COFFEE TRADE

01.

02.

03.

1819: INDEPENDENCE

THE COFFEE ECONOMY IN COLOMBIA

BIGGEST GROWTH PERIOD

AGRICULTURE/INDUSTRY
coffee, petroleum

MID-LATE 20TH C.
AGRICULTURE/INDUSTRY
coffee, petroleum

>15%

5% - 15%

2% - 5%

1% - 2%

0% - 1%

2000-PRESENT 2013

2010-2012

SOURCE: International Coffee Organization

EXTERNAL PRICE OF COFFEE BY MONTH
SOURCE: ICO index prices, Colombian Coffee Growers Federation 

2010
J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

2011

$308.88

$125.23

2012 2013

APRIL 2011

2013: NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL STRIKE

NOVEMBER 2013

Latifundios (industrial farms of 
more than 50 hectares) occupy 
more than 77% of arable land

DENSITY OF ABANDONED AND/OR STRIPPED PROPERTY

Policy of Accelerated 
Economic Development (AED)

IMF experiment 
“La Apertura”
Open Trade Strategy

Act 160, passed in 1994, enabled the National Institute 
of Rural Development (INCODER) to allocate state land (baldíos) 
to the rural population with limited resources. 

Nearly 40% of Colombian territory is
under some kind of contract with
multinational corporations. 

Cargill, the world’s largest agricultural commodity trader, acquired over 
52,000 hectares of land in Colombia through 36 shell companies. 

Baldíos are lands situated within the territorial limits which has no other 
owner, and consequently is the property of the State.

They must be used to benefit society, promote access to land 
ownership for agricultural workers with limited resources, or 
otherwise improve the income and quality of life of the rural population.

Act 160 forbade the accumulation of tracts of land greater than
the Family Agricultural Unit (UAF) - the amount of land for a family
to make a living, and the maximum parcel allotted to one person.

Policy of Import 
Substitution Industrialization

1970-80s

VOLUME OF COFFEE PRODUCED + EXPORTED

5,325,000 (60 Kg) bags

6,289,000 (60 Kg) bags

16,094,000 (60 Kg bags)

16,573,000 (60 Kg) bags

SOURCE: Trading Economics, Colombian Coffee Growers Federation 
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13,000
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VOLUME EXPORTED

VOLUME PRODUCED

17,000

16,000

1 - 100

100 - 500

500 - 1000

1000 - 7389

LAND TENURE + DISPLACEMENT

Students engaged with materials in three ways: Semi-

weekly blog posting and commenting encouraged not 

only succinct articulation of readings agenda, but also 

integration of outside materials and lateral speculation. 

Each week, a student led discussion of the core texts in 

coordination with my lecture on key historic structures 

or case studies. And, finally, each student took on global 

metabolic relays through a specific material/site of their 

choosing, looking for points of logistical, social leverage for 

global markets, regional arrays, and glocal instances.

GENERAL 
STRUCTURE

Weeks 1-3 Presents, Publics, Projects

 • Course Intro

 • Genealogies of Landscape Urbanism

 • Public, Progressive, Neoliberal? Re-Assembling the 

Social(s) and Scales of Operation

Weeks 4-6 Regionalist Infrastructures, Assumptions

 • Infrastructures as socio-ecological constructs

 • Infrastructures beyond (economic) efficiencies

 • Infrastructures- adjacent vantage points

Weeks 7-10 Dispersed Extractions, Engagements

 • Mid-Term Project Review

 • Energy Extraction and Aspirations

 • Re-engineering Industrial Foodsheds

 • Extractions and Exchanges-adjacent vantage points

Weeks 11-13 Emergence(y) Models

 • Cybernetic Synthesis and Overlay Articulations

 • Adaptable , Aleatory Revisions

 • Risk and Resilience- adjacent vantage points

Weeks 14 Finals

 • Final Presentations
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EDGE OPS

FINAL (EXCERPTS)
CLAY & BRICK PROCESSES, PRODUCTION

Student: Helen Yu
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